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APPLICATION

The Extract Pod is a stainless steel LEV product designed specifically for use in the food industry where a manufactured food product
requires a flavour enhanced coating or similar applied using a rumbling
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Huge capital cost savings compared to the alternative of canopies and
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MATERIALS

The Extract Pod, Fan Filter Box and Stand are manufactured entirely
from 304 Satin Finish Stainless Steel and is easily disassembled for
cleaning purposes.
MATERIALS
The filter supplied is a grade F9 as standard.
The Extract Pod, Fan Filter Box and Stand are manufactured entirely from
304 Satin Finish Stainless Steel and is easily disassembled for cleaning
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CONSTRUCTION
All
joints are fully welded, dressed and polished. Where necessary removable
OPTIONS
parts are bolted together.
Oil collection tray. This may be necessary to collect the excess oil that
due to gravity seeps out of the filter drains to the bottom of the unit.
OPTIONS
Oil collection tray. This may be necessary to collect the excess oil that due to
DIMENSIONS
gravity
seeps out of the filter drains to the bottom of the unit.
Fan powered Filter Box:
500 x 500 x 500mm
DIMENSIONS
Extract Collar:		
400 Dia Min (Photo above is 700 Dia)
Fan powered Filter Box:
500 x 500 x 500mm
Stand:			
Variable to suit client’s requirements.
Extract Collar:
400 Dia Min (Photo above is 700 Dia)
Stand:
Variable to suit client’s requirements.
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